
...THE ANSWER IS NO 
As it’s still the most trusted and tangible medium that provides a lasting 
emotional connection that digital products can’t replicate.

But how can print stay relevant in a digital age? Currently, only around 
2% of email marketing is opened and actioned, while 47% of printed 
physical products are likely to be read. This shows that print is more 
effective than once thought. But how do we merge the two?

...THE ANSWER IS INTERACTIVE PRINT
Thanks to many innovations in print, we have seen the merger of 
physical print and augmented reality to create “interactive print”. This 
evolution not only allows for the creation of a tangible print product but 
a highly effective digital campaign which allows levels of tracking not 
seen before. Reporting and tracking are now easier than ever and as 
always, ROI can be measured in real time.

These evolutions in technology have allowed print to become more 
efficient and highly effective in the digital age and bring with it a suite of 
digital products not seen in the market before.

Print is not only alive, it’s a mandatory marketing tool that will 
continue to be effective for a long time to come.

That’s the response rate when Augmented 

Reality (AR) is used in print, that’s up from 2-3%.

(Source: Ryan Kiley, Ricoh 2019)

Of companies using augmented reality have increased 

customer satisfaction metrics as a result. 

(Source: Oracle)

IS PRINT DEAD?

35% 61%



WHY INVEST IN 
INTERACTIVE PRINT?
Customer Benefits:

• Highly engaging

• Interactive

• Measurable

• Integrates with other channels

Of people interacting with AR leads to a higher 

conversion rate.

(Source: AR Insider, November 2021)

Of tech leaders strongly agree that augmented reality 

will become as ubiquitous as mobiles by 2025.  
(Source: Perkins Cole, 2020)

BY 2024 THERE WILL BE
1.7 BILLION AUGMENTED 
REALITY USERS
(SOURCE: STATISTA, NOVEMBER 2021)

94% 39%



Deliver video via print
Bring print collateral such as 
brochures, flyers, business 
cards and signage to life with 
interactive video content.

2D floor plans in 3D
Bring 2D printed floor plans to 
life in 3D showing interior and 
exterior details.

Green screen video
Video and animation can be 
filmed on a green background 
to create hologram-like video 
effects.

3D exterior structures
Deliver detailed 3D structures 
via printed collateral. Show 
exterior details and landscaping.

Vertical videos
Similar to green screen videos, 
vertical videos enable you to 
play video content on printed 
marketing collateral.

Marker-less 

Let your audience experience 
the real thing. Users can place 
the real size property, view the 
exterior, walk inside, look out 
from the windows.

APPLICATIONS OF INTERACTIVE PRINT



LIVE REPORTING

Campaign Views – See how many customers 
are engaging with your AR-integrated collateral.

The app features live reporting, providing you deep insight and statistics such as:

Click Throughs – See the journey your 
customers take. Location Identification - View 
the geographical locations of your audience.

In 2025 the size of the AR market will be 

$198B USD globally.  
(Source: Abstract – Tech, 2019)

$198B



BUTTERFLIES EXAMPLE

In this example, the marker is the image of 
a tree and the AR content is a green screen 
butterfly video.

While the app is in scanning mode use the 
camera to view this example.

Download the 
LaunchAR app in Apple 
or Android app store.
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